Transact Exchange
ERP Integration Simplified

Higher education institutions have come to rely on multiple hosted and cloud-based systems to support their efficiency, growth,
and financial health. Managing the integrations that move data between disparate systems can be complex, time consuming,
and a burden on internal resources.
To address this problem, we’ve created Transact Exchange, an integration platform that streamlines and simplifies the integration
process across mission-critical systems. This middleware brokers traffic between Transact products, third-party vendors, and
ERP partners.

Designed for higher education institutions
					
					 Out-of-the-box integration with higher education
					 ERP systems
					 Compatible with modern ERP REST APIs.
					
				 Supports a high volume of transactions
					 Transact Exchange effortlessly manages inbound
					 and outbound data in real time.
					
					 Reduces the need for on-premise integration
					 technologies
					 Transact Exchange’s cloud-based infrastructure
					 helps lower campus IT costs.
					
					 Visual programming simplifies maintenance
					 and changes
					 Drag-and-drop editing provides an intuitive method
					 for visualizing integrations and limits manual coding.
					
					 Select from a library of business flows built for
					 higher education
					 Transact and community-authored flowsets support
					 common higher education practices.

Position your institution for
the future
Transact Exchange supports a streamlined, stateof-the-art user experience while also reducing
costs. The platform also eases pressure on internal
resources, leaving employees with more time for
higher-value tasks that support institutional
efficiency and growth.

Experience smooth, automated
data flow across disparate systems
Transact Exchange takes away the complexities
of communication between technologies to
optimize operations for a range of institutional
stakeholders, including IT teams and business
administrators. Learn more about how it can
enhance your ERP functions.

					
					 Connect to third-party products with reusable
					 components
					 Accelerate application development with pre-built
					 code blocks.
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